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In early March the Honors come. But answers are not what are Laurie led and learn from her.
Society faced one of the most diffi important. What is important is to
cult situations one can imagine.

remember and celebrate the life

ing to each of us who knew her in

One of our members, Laurie

any way: as a friend, a class

Boncimino, passed away.

mate, a student, a smiling

Her disappearance was star

face in the hall. Who can for -

tling. When word came of

get that contagious smile?

her passing, we were

One of those smiles that no

shocked. But, when it was

matter the mood you may be

announced that she had cho

in, you can't help but smile

sen to take her own life, we

right back. Each person I

were speechless. Nothing

have spoken to about Laurie

could have prepared us, or

quickly mentions her smile

anyone, for this. It was so

and the personality that came

unbelievable, and no words

with it. Laurie was the type

could explain.

of person who could make

Leaming to accept
this loss was difficult for
everyone who knew her.

Kristin Kowynia

Laurie's life was a bless-

your day just by smiling or
saying hello.
She said hello to

There are so many thoughts,

everyone she came in contact

so many questions, that each

with, whether she knew you

one wants answered. Some

or not. She made an extra
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Remembering Laurie Boncimino

(c o n t i n u e d)

(Continuedfrom page I)

most Honors members knew Laurie, she was

March 2005 issue of The Challenger?

and co-workers will attest to this.

a sister, a daughter, an aunt, a fiance, a co

Page 3 contained a full page article she

In class, Laurie was nothing

worker, but most of all a friend. Not only was wrote showing her excitement and antici

short of a dream student to her instructors; she known for her smile and personality, but

pation for the upcoming season. The im

she was always prepared for class and

also for her ability to wear flip-flops year

age of the "most beautiful baseball field

eager to learn and participate. Her enthu

round, through the slush and the snow. You

you have ever seen" is breathtaking. In
reading her article, you feel as though you

siasm in the classroom is clearly undeni

always knew Laurie was just steps behind

able. Her instructors have commented

when you heard that familiar thunk thunk on

are walking with her through the inner

upon the sincere interest and participation

the ground just after Christmas.

guts of Wrigley, to come out at the end of

From the enormous outpouring of

she showed in each class. In her speech

the tunnel into complete excitement, hap

I 0 I course Laurie gave two memorable

support, she clearly was a friend to thou

piness, and beauty. You feel you are shar

and worth-telling speeches.

sands. Many of her friends were among the

ing her joy and her eagerness for the Cubs

Laurie took Jeff Pryzbylo's Hon
ors speech course in the summer of 2004.

one thousand that attended the wake and

"to win it all in 2005 ! 1" The feelings

stood in line for upwards of three hours just

found in this article are Laurie: her happi

It was a small class, even for Honors. One to say goodbye, or the other thousand the fol
of the first speeches assigned was entitled

ness, her joy, her excitement ... Laurie

lowing day at her service.

Boncimino.

"My Hero." Laurie gave this speech about But Laurie also had friends
her mom, Barb Kovacevich. She talked

Both Laurie and

in places far and wide, many

her fiance, Scott, worked

about how much her mom had meant to

of whom may never know

at Starbucks coffee. Lau

her throughout her life, how she had

of her passing and plenty

rie was a shift manager,
dealing with each and

guided her and been her foundation. Lau

more who could not travel

rie lost her father several years back, but

the distant miles to show

every customer that

was blessed to have her mother, step

their support.

came in the door with

Laurie spent much

father, and family right by her side. She

her exceptional smile.

explained how her mother was always

of her time working and

there and how she wanted to be just like

helping with those in need, both near and dis some mornings so early that many college

She would start work

her mom. This speech was recorded for

tant. Through her church she was able to

students are finally crawling into bed, and

class, and surely this is a piece of Laurie

reach out to hundreds, if not thousands. She

then she would attend class all day once

that everyone, particularly her mother,

worked with several of Willow Creek Com

her shift ended.

will cherish for

munity Church's youth programs as

ever.

a counselor. She also worked at the

Even while most students com
plained about their tiredness, Laurie

Lake Geneva Youth Camp. Laurie

would happily go through her school day,

speech was the

chose to take a year off of school

having probably risen earlier than anyone

famous Cheese

following graduation to work in

else in her class.

burger Speech, a

Queretaro, Mexico as a missionary

speech most every

to help Universitados college stu

and was awarded the Motorola Scholar

dents there work through school and

ship for Excellence. She was recently ac

Her final

speech instructor,
if not class, should hear.
Laurie walked in to her final

make a better life for themselves and their

She was an exceptional student

cepted to Indiana University for the fall of

families. She also volunteered in Chicago at a 2005, and had just applied for an intern

speech with a bag full of McDonald's

homeless shelter over the

ship with the Make-A-Wish

cheeseburgers and handed them out, but

past few years, helping

foundation.

quickly instructing that they not be eaten

those in need find a warm

until she had finished her presentation. As meal, a cozy bed, and a

Laurie wanted to pur
sue a career helping others.

each student in the room stared down at

smiling face to take comfort

Her choices in life made that

that warm burger (most everyone had

m.

decision an obvious one. Lau

failed to eat breakfast that day ) she con

One of Laurie's life

tinued to explain why not to eat them.

passions was her love of the

When the class concluded, each ended up

Chicago Cubs. She was, perhaps, one of their

rie loved everyone, and every
one loved her. She will forever
be in each of our hearts and we will al

in the wastebasket next to the door, still

biggest fans. Her car was covered in Cubs

ways have beautiful memories of her in

packaged in its yellow and red wrapper.

gear. Both her front and back license plates

our minds. She will never be forgotten.

(However, a few were later recovered and

were held in by Cubs holders and the car had

replaced by only the crumpled wrapper

a good coating of Cubs stickers. But her loy

rie Boncimino, suicide awareness, and

once Laurie had left the room.)

alty went beyond her car.

support, please visit:

Outside of the class·es, where

Perhaps you read her articles in the

For more information about Lau

www.LaurieBoncimino.com
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One Wish Started It All

by: S c o t L a u d e n b a c h

be a fireman, ride in a hot air balloon, and go to

Christopher James Greicius wanted to
be a police officer his entire life. Chris believed

Disneyland. With donations from the local fire de

that the police were the good guys in life. In 1977,

partment, a hot air balloon company and Disney, all

Chris met a U.S. Customs officer by the name of

three of Frank's dreams came true. Frank became

Tommy Austin. The five-year-old Chris charmed

the first "Wish Child."

the officer by announcing, "Freeze, I'm a cop!"

Shortly after The Make-A-Wish Founda

The two became steadfast friends from that mo

tion granted Frank's wish, NBC aired a news piece

ment on and that afternoon Tommy promised

about the organization on a weekly magazine pro

Chris a ride in a police helicopter.

gram. This flooded the NBC offices with calls from

On April 29, 1980, Chris was granted
the wish of riding in a police helicopter. Tommy

people all over the country asking how they could
donate or open a chapter in their areas. This was

called in a favor from Ron Cox, an officer at the

really the start of the foundation as it is known to

Arizona Department of Public Safety, to fly Chris

day. Today, 28 different chapters of The Make-A

around the city of Phoenix. Ron asked other offi

Wish Foundation are operating around the country,

cers at the D.P.S. to assist with Chris's visit. Four

with more than 25,000 volunteers. To date, more
than 127,000 wishes have

other officers chipped in
their time; one even of

been fulfilled for children

fered a motorcycle ride to

who are facing life threat

Chris. Chris politely de

ening illnesses, and Chris

clined, but thought the

topher James Greicius

bike was "Neato!" Later

inspired it all.
The children that

that same day, Chris was

are granted wishes today

sworn in as the State of
Arizona's first and only

choose many different

Honorary State Trooper.

things. Most wishes fall

On May I,
1980, Chris's new friends

into four categories: they
are I wish to go, I wish to

also presented him with a

be, I wish to meet, or I

uniform made especially

wish to have. The Make

for him. The troopers

A-Wish Foundation tries

even gave Chris a set of

to grant as many of these

motorcycle wings for his

wishes as possible. To

sharp new uniform. On
d
May 3' , just two days

dation relies on individuals

after receiving his uni

donating their own time

accomplish this, the foun

form and only four days

and money. Although the

since his wish had come

foundation accepts money

true, Christopher James Greicius passed away.

from corporate sponsors, individual contributions

Chris was buried in Kewanee, IL. Two officers

still make up the bulk of its funding. The founda

from the Arizona State Police made the trip to the

tion has never used telemarketing or door-to-door
promotions to raise funds, just the publicity that it

funeral to say goodbye.
While flying home together these two

gets through news agencies and word-of-mouth.
The Make-A-Wish Foundation grants the

officers, Frank Shankwitz and Allen Schmidt, de
cided that by becoming an officer Chris had real

wishes of children from 2 Yi to 18 years of age.

ized his dream even though he had only been

These children do not have to have a terminal ill

seven years old. These officers watched as Chris's

ness; the qualifications are such that the child need

life, although cut very short by illness, was trans

only be facing a life threatening medical condition.

formed by the granting of his life-long wish.

The attending physician gets a say as to if and what

These two officers decided there must be other

type of wish may be granted.
Anyone can help support the cause of The

children, who were also ill, whom they could
somehow help. The flight home from Chris's fu

Make-A-Wish Foundation. You can volunteer your

neral is where the idea that became The Make-A-

time, purchase Make-A-Wish products, or donate

Wish Foundation started.

through the foundations web site at www.wish.org.

By the end of 1980, The Make-A-Wish

The Harper College Honor Society wil l be making

Foundation had come to fruition. With a modest

a donation in Laurie Boncimino's name with some

bank account of only $2000, the foundation de

of the proceeds of the Harper College Honor Soci-

cided it had enough money to grant a wish. The
first wish went to Frank "Bopsy''
Salazar. Frank wanted to

___
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by: Barb Kovacevich - Laurie's Mom

I feel compelled to read and reread Lau

thing that she is passionate about...

rie's letter left for us. Though most of it is too in

and run towards that something with all of her

tensely painful and private to share with the

strength. Those things: People. Loving people.

masses, I know that there is keen interest in what

Studying people. Watching people. Offering a

she wrote. What did she say, what was she feel

glimmer of hope to the hopeless." She writes that
;; the things attractive to her are

ing? To answer, I'd like to share a

•

glimpse of her words with you all.

unconditional love, serving
others, acceptance, faithful

The first several pages

ness, and honesty.

were actually written earlier, on
Feb. IO'h, to Scott, telling him of

And then the dark
parts. ..she is sorry, she is very

how and why she loved him, and
how she wanted the world to know

sorry, the pain, no way out,

that their love was strong and

her pride; "I cannot handle the

unique. The next four pages are

stresses of this world...it's not

deep, a heartfelt analysis of what

made for me." Oh, Laurie. If

she had always thought was "right"...how she took

only you had known...this world wanted nothing

her beliefs very seriously but doubts were creep

more than to cradle you and love you for who you

ing in: expectations, and frustrations with a world

are.

that separated people from each other rather than

My prayer right now, this minute? That

drawing them closer together. She pondered the

all those things you found attractive, Laurie,

concept that life is just one big game and it all

would be the heartbeat of all of us. To uncondi
tionally love each other, accept each other wher

goes back in the box in the end.
And then this in her distinctive hand,
"WHAT DOES LAUR I E NEED TO DO TO BE

ever we are at, to be honest and faithful, to serve
others in any way we can. That we would do this

HAPPY?" She answers herself with "to find some- to honor you, but more, to honor the God we love.

H 0 w is Heaven?
Laur,

by: Gr e g Bo n c i m ino - La u r i e ' s Br o t h e r

I just can't get over the fact it's

imagine that. My tiny mind blows up. You must

been 4 weeks since you moved from 921 to your

be experiencing life in a way that makes the mo

real home. You know that we miss you (that is, if

ment you had on earth seem like Detention Hall.

you have listened in on our prayers or have been

Back here on earth, we joke about heaven -- we

reading our biogs -- does heaven have wi-fi?).

picture angel wings... harps... the Cubs winning a

However, based on my understanding of heaven,

world series.. Must really seem trivial from your

there is no sadness -- so by that token, you proba-

perspective now, huh?

bly do not miss us in the same way.
The reason is that you're with God now.

One thing I bet you really would want
us to know is that it's better and further beyond

You are no longer in this tempo-

anything we could conceive

rary place; you are in your real

even in our wildest dreams.

home - the place you were des-

You'd probably tell us that it

tined to go since the moment you

can't be grasped using earth-

found Jesus. A lot of people like to

terms. Wow. I really can't

comfort themselves by imagining

imagine. But, you're there

loved ones in a place called

now -- even though you began

"Heaven," but really that's nothing

questioning God in the end,

more than wishful thinking unless

and there was nothing wrong
with that. It wasn't wrong to

they have a sound basis for belief
behind it. I'm a technically-minded engineer, and I

feel like you needed to explore other views. What

can state with 0% doubt that my basis is rooted in

DOES matter is that God's promise wins no matter

the truth of the Bible, and I have tested it on my

what. You had given yourself to Him earlier, and

own. However, others can't honestly state that.

nothing changes that. You were (AND ARE) His.

Must be awfully scary to be basing eternity on
talk-show secularism.
But, back to my reason for writing -- I'm
just thoughtful today. Wondering if heaven is as

I can't wait to see you again Laur. I have
a real, truth-based faith. On that basis, I'm not
making "wishful thoughts." I know I'll be there.
Just a matter of when I've fulfilled the purpose

cool as we thought it would be. I'm sure there

God has called me to down here.

really aren't words for it. Jesus called it paradise.
It's a place where you are just with God. I can't

I love you, Laur. See you soon enough.
Your Big Brother

•
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Fr 0 m A sister

•

Stories.

•

Memories.

b y : Kr i s t i n Ko vac e v i c h- L aur i e 's S i s t e r

Laura Boncimino. Laurie. Munch. La. Laur.
Little Laur. Bone. Boncimino. These are all names that

told us he found joy in watching a little boy skip. Then
he did it and found joy. Skip down your hall or on your

describe my beautiful sister. They describe years of fam

way to class. Even if it's only for I 0 seconds. 1 did it

ily, friendships, loves, co-workers, and classmates. Each

with my nephew and it honestly makes you smile. Trust

name tags a memory with it. My sister

me, you'll feel like a little kid and

loved people. She made it her life to

the world will seem just a tad

know and understand those around her.

sweeter. You'll feel alive when you

She loved individuality and differences.

notice your heart beating just a little

She loved exploring the depths of people

faster, each time your feet hit the

from their eyes to their heart. She loved

ground or when the air becomes just

being challenged by you. Thank you,

a bit swifter across your face. And

Harper College, for making her better.

slowly you will notice a smile com

She was better because of your thoughts,

ing on. I'm learning that I need to

opinions, ideas, and questions of the

remember that I 'm still alive. And

world. Her and I often talked for hours of

while often I don't feel that way or

how impressed she was with each of you.

want to, I am. I am alive! And so

Your knowledge of the world intrigued

are you and that is a gift.

. her already curious little brain.

I had to read a whole sec

My sister was a gem. She sparkled and shone

tion for one of my classes, but this is an excerpt from

her own light into this world. People craved to know her

The Buddha -"Meditation: The Path to Enlighten

and to have her in their life. Lucky were the people who

ment" -that has stuck with me since: "Consider how

got to know her. She was spectacular, loved by thou

strange and wonderful it is that man, on drawing in his

sands of people, and cherished to her depths for her

breath, can immediately afterward breath out again; so

heart, laugh, smile, hugs and words.

little can life be trusted! And this is another strange and

I loved her. I love her still to the last

wonderful thing that, having slept, he wakes up again,

fiber of me. She was

and that, having got up, goes to sleep again, for many

my past as well as my

are the adversities of those who have a body."
We get small gifts of life every moment of

future. I was lucky
enough to have her as

every day. You know that! I know you've written about

a life partner. She

it and thought about it and yearned to live life remem

knew the depths of my

bering it. Live life as Laurie did ...running, skipping,

soul and we had plans

playing Frisbee, jumping out of airplanes (very care

for the future till we

fully, of course!). Play hopscotch or golf in a hole in

were 80 and in wheel

your front yard, swing as high as you can, lie down at a

chairs. My challenge

forest preserve and rest. Live life through your five

to you all is to find a

senses and pay attention to them! They enhance the

person like that in your quality of life and the
life and dedicate your

moments of your

life to knowing that

days.

person. Know the good and the bad. Know their favorite
cereal. Know their favorite childhood story. Know what

Laurie
robbed me, my fam

stirs their heart toward taking action in a community.

ily, you, the world of

Know what makes their stomach hurt with laughter.

a lot of memories,

Know what makes their heart ache with pain and take

time, help, smiles and

the time to learn to the ways to make it better.

experiences. How

Laurie knew my life and I knew hers. I have

ever, she did not

found no greater blessing in my life. And while now the

leave a lack of love or

future often feels empty, I know exactly what she would

encouragement or spirit. You have similar gifts. Run

say about every area of my life. She can still help me

with them and make the world better because of you.

make good decisions for my life. She can still make me

You already have and I know without a fraction of a

laugh and cry and feel better.

doubt that you will continue until the day you breathe

I have a lifetime of memories behind me and a
lifetime before me. I wrote these words two weeks ago
to a friend. I hope they can be with you as they were

your last breath. You are so unique and so special; 1 pray
that you will discover that for yourself.
Kick and scream and cry but smile a little, too,

with her. . .. Ache if you need to ache but know that you

and maybe laugh. Don't let her ended joy rob you of all

are loved and cared for!

of yours. You are beautiful when you smile.

Mike Breaux, a pastor at my family's church,

A beloved sister,

Kristin
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caring, all of which have potential to turn a life

I cannot adequately put into words how
the loss of Lori Boncimino, a fellow Harper College

around" "It's not enough to have lived. We should be

student whom I never met, so deeply affected me. I

determined to live for something. May I suggest that it

have nothing noble or profound to say. I too have

be creating joy for others, sharing what we have for

had to battle inner demons throughout my life and

the betterment of mankind, bringing hope to the lost

during some of my darkest days, I often turned to

and love to the lonely." "If I had my life to live over
again, I'd try to make more mistakes next time. I

the writings of Leo Buscaglia.
Buscaglia was teaching in the Department

wouldn't try to be so perfect. I would relax more. I 'd
limber up. I'd be sillier than I've been

of Special Education at the Univer

on this trip. In fact, I know very few

sity of Southern California in the

things that I would take so seriously.

late 1960s when one of his students

I'd be crazier. I'd be less hygienic. I'd

committed suicide. She had been

take more chances, I'd take more trips,

one of the sets of "kind eyeballs"

I'd climb more mountains, I'd swim

he always looked for in the large

more rivers, I 'd watch more sunsets,

auditorium, because her responses

I'd go more places I 've never been to.

showed him that at least one stu

I'd eat more ice cream and fewer

dent was hearing what he said, so

beans. I'd have more actual troubles

the news that she killed herself had
a great impact on him. ("What are we doing stuffing
facts into people and forgetting that they are human
beings?") This incident led him to form a non-credit
class titled Love I A. There were no grades. (How

and fewer imaginary ones."
"In fact, I 'd try to have nothing but beautiful
moments - moment by moment by moment. If I had it
to do all over again, I'd start barefoot earlier in the
spring and stay that way later in the fall. I'd ride more

could you potentially fail someone in this class?

merry-go-rounds, I'd watch more sunrises, and I'd

That wouldn't be very loving!)

play with more children,

http://www.buscaglia.com
At times like this I once again find com

ifl had my life to live

fort in Leo Buscaglia's words and hope that many

over again. But you see,

of you will as well: "Too often we underestimate

I don't." -Leo Bus

the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listen
ing ear, an honest compliment, or the smallest act of

l first met Laurie in August of

(I 924- I 988)

Laurie in the Honors

2003 in one of my sections of l ntroduction to Philoso

phy. She was a great mix of being a serious student

caglia

- Jennifer Stevens

-

smart and inquisitive -- yet at the same time full of

office. And every Mon
day and Wednesday
morning on my way to

fun. Laurie made friends easily in our class. The next

class, there she would be sitting on one of those metal

term, spring of 2004, I was delighted to see Laurie

benches in the Avante building concourse, just oppo

again in the Ethics/ English Composition link that

site the snack shop there. The last time I saw her was

Andrew Wilson and I taught together.

the Monday before. There she was

On ce again, Laurie really got into the
subject matter and was a vibrant

talking with friends, smiling ... be
ing Laurie. It is st il l hard to grasp, a

member of our class.

month later, that she was planning
her death.

During that term, Laurie
decided to apply for the Motorola

Jn philosophy, we talk

Scholarship, and asked me for a letter

about the difference between ap

of recommendation. We got t ogeth er

pearance and reality. Laurie, at

in my office so I could learn more

least in the closing weeks or

about Laurie's academic and career

months of her life, seems to be a

goals . I learned that she had already

paradigmatic case of appearance
and reality not meshing. To be

been accepted at Indiana University

clear: all of the lovely wonderful

for this year but had decided to stay at
Harper. She talked about her desire to major in out

things about Laurie were genuine to the end. But it is

do or recreational sports to help p eo ple discover their

obvious now that Laurie was suffering enormously

unique talents.

even while she appeared to be doing well.

Much has been made about Laurie ' s smile,

I imagine that all of us have yearned to tum

for good reason. Her smile came straight from her

the clock back to give us one more chance with Lau

heart. Her feeling for others was so genuine. She was

rie. But we cannot. So we are grateful forthe chance

so comfortable with people, giving, caring , and loved

to know her; we honor her life; we carry her memory

in return.

in our hearts.
This year, t h is semester in fact, I'd often see - Professor BarbaraSolheim
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A very good poem hangs on my office wall. (If you're

Memor ies.

•

I knew Laurie Boncimino for

interested to know the author and title, let me know ...or stop

just a few months, but I am among those

by and have a look.) This poem complains - rightly, I fear - that

on the extended list who will remember

we're sometimes like a train of circus elephants: each enormous,

her forever. She swiftly became one of my

wrinkled head pointed shyly downward, and each trunk curled

favorite people to see at school. Many
people will

weakly around the tail of the next one, and
that one's trunk wrapped around the next

remember her

one's tail, and on and on. We follow each

for her ever

other around and around the great tent, but

present distin

what if the ringmaster - the man with the

guished smile.

long coattails, top-hat, and grand ges-

Others will

tures - loses his way? Aren't we likely to

remember her

wander, too? Perhaps this happens more

kindness ... the

than we realize. We depend too much, and

sound of her

too often, upon the confidence of others,

flip-flops in the

and we end up missing some things, some

snow ... her

pretty important things. Perhaps more

generosity ...

than anything, this is what makes me sad,

the list goes on.
I will remember

even bitterly disappointed, about Laurie's
death. Conventional wisdom told us that she was fine - obvi
ously happy and healthy - so we missed the pandemonium lurk

her for the way she changed the atmos
phere when she walked into a room. Her

ing beneath Ms. Boncimino's (seemingly) endless good cheer. I,

potent belief in justice and fairness for all

at least, was guilty of such costly oversight. I saw her often: in

could be sensed wherever she walked; if

my classroom (I think she never missed a day) in the spring of

you could see her aura it contained the

2004 and, afterward, in the hallways and byways of Harper. And

full-spectrum of colors because she felt all

my head pointed shamefully downward, that all was well in the

them to bring balance to her environment.

I never worried; instead, I went about my day and assumed, with
world according to Laurie.
Each of us inherits his/her own set of blessings and

emotions and summoned every one of

I feel her loss more than I ever

would have expected; losing Laurie caused

curses. Each is poised, too, to receive his/her own twists of good

my faith in the universe to implode, then

and bad fortune, and with experience each constructs a private

explode, and then to reassemble again.

notion of lawfulness versus unlawfulness, good versus evil, en

Laurie's faith in people extended to the

durance versus surrender. Laurie held her own set of rules, and

ends of the Earth and back again, and in

most of these rules seemed to blend quite perfectly with the

complete and utter contrast to mine which

planet's best rules: study hard, have fun, be respectful, be con

cerned, be loving. Now, though, it is clear that Laurie was pock

eting a few other rules- rules about how to wrestle with confu

goes as far as I can throw a bowling ball.

But I believed in her. I nearly shut down

as 1 tried to analyze how someone pure as

sion and pain, among other things. Many would say that Laurie's

white light could be removed from a world

method of problem solving was probably (almost certainly?)

that so obviously needs her healing.

stunning and grievously misguided, and they may be right. Per
sonally, though, I'm beginning to close the book on this question,
because however I classify Laurie's sudden departure from this

life, one cold fact remains: Laurie herself is gone, and this is a

tremendous, heart-sinking loss. It's really that simple. I would

But that's what happens to the
great ones; the souls ahead of their time
are brought to a more compatible dimen
sion to continue their work I'm studying

so I can graduate with Honors from

like to echo my friend David Richmond's remark (see p.5) and

Harper, and I'll leave here with an Associ

say that I wish desperately that Laurie had chosen another path,

ate degree-a degree worth two years of

one marked by life. But she did not, so I hope, at least, that

work. But Laurie has already graduated

wherever she is, she has found what she was looking for and is

with Honors from this lifetime. She is gen

resting very comfortably in peace.

erations ahead of all of us.

- Andrew Wilson

- Chrystine Hanus

